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ABSTRACT: A storage and loading bunk assembly for logs 
and other elongate loose or containerized loads including two 
pairs of laterally spaced posts adjustable longitudinally along a 
reach member. Each post is vertically extendible by hydraulic 
means, and the extendible portion carries a horizontal load 
support arm which extends inwardly toward the support arm 
of the opposed post. The arms of each pair interlock to sup 
port one end of a load. The support arms can be swung from 
their inwardly directed positions horizontally to longitudinal 
positions so as to avoid obstructing a vehicle driven between 
the vertical support posts. The bunk assembly is wheel 
mounted for mobility, and can carry hoisting equipment. 
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1 
STORAGE AND LOADING APPARATUS Iron 

.. _... . IMlLMQALELQAIQSm ,, . . 

BACKGROUND or THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention I I 

The present invention relates to apparatus and systems for 
loading vehicles with logs of other loose or containerized loads 
of various sizes and shapes. 

2. Description of the Prior Art _ _ v 

The traditional system for'loading logs on vehicles for trans 
port from the woods includes the use of -a heavy duty log 
loader equipped with a grapplewhichloads each vehicle in 
turn as it arrives at the landing. .Since each vehicle is depen 
dent on the log loader-for loading, considerable time islost 
during the loading ‘operation whens'everal-trucks are waiting 
to be loaded. The log loader is also often inactive during inter 
vals when no vehicles are present for loading. Thus the system 
results in inefficient use of men and equipment, and low quan 
tity of logs delivered to the mill. This is a‘particularly serious 
problem to drivers of log-hauling vehicles :because- most are 
paid by the quantity ‘of Iogshauled. - ' ' > > 

SUMMARY or THE INVENTION _ I 

The present invention overcomes the problems of loading 
vehicles presented by‘ the prior ‘art in providing apparatus 
which will enable each truck'to become vself-loading at the 
loading site, thereby'eliminating the dependence of each vehi 
cle on a log or ‘other loader. Moreover, the apparatus of the 
present invention‘ eliminates the need for a log loader al 
together and enables a bulldozer, rubber-tired skidder, or 
other tractor-vehicle ‘equipped with dozer blade, front" end 
loader or grapple to 'preload the‘ loading .apparatus,~after 
which the apparatus‘ ‘of ‘ the invention loads the‘ vehicle. 
Furthermore, vthe'apparatus of the‘ invention‘ is capable of 
loading a vehicle in far less time than was formerly required 
with a log or other loader. Theappa'ratus is also useful in un 
loading vehicles-‘and in transferring loads from‘one vehicle to 
another. For example, an off-highway ‘vehicle might be loaded 
at a log landing by one set of loading bunks, then driven to the 
nearest highway'where‘ another set'of loading bunks would 
transfer the load to a high ‘speed, highway vehicle. ' ' 
By utilizing the loading apparatus of the invention in multi 

pies, all waiting ' of ‘vehicles at- the. log landing can be 
eliminated. The apparatus used in multiples also promotes the' 
most efficient use of the‘ log-loading'or other loading equip 
ment by enablingthe equipment to operate continuously in 
re?lling empty loading bunks, without waiting for the arrival 
of empty load-hauling vehicles. , ‘ ‘ Y 1 ' 

Primary objects of the invention are to provide: 
1. a new and improved method'of loading logs and other 
elongate loads on a vehicle; _ 

2. a method as aforesaid which enables the use of men and 
equipment more ef?ciently than heretofore possible; 

3. apparatus forstoring and loading logs andother load 
members on a vehicle; I 

4. apparatus asafore'said within which load members can be 
loaded and stored with grapple," blade or front-end 
loader-,equippeditractor vehicles rather than log or other 
heavy-duty loaders; , - ' " - ' - - ' 

5. apparatus as aforesaid which can be operated by one man 
to load or unload a vehicle, or transfer a load from one 
vehicle to another; . ‘ _ 

6. apparatus as aforesaidwhich ‘comprises a stationary but 
portable storage and loading bunk; , 

7. apparatus as aforesaid including vertically movable load 
support arms; ' " 

8. apparatus as aforesaid wherein the arms can be swung 
horizontally from 'a load supporting position to a load 
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l0. apparatus as aforesaid capable of handling both long 
and short loads because of the variable distance between 
bunks; and ' 

l 1. apparatus as aforesaid capable of use in log sorting yards 
in conjunction with rubber-tired log sorters or cranes of 
the ?xed swing type to store‘ preso'rted logs and load 
trucks with such presorted logs upon their arrival at the 
yard. . ' " 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
The foregoing and other objects and advantages of the 

present invention will become more apparent from the follow— 
‘ ingv detailed description which proceeds with reference to the 
accompanying drawings wherein: - _' e - - 

FIG. 1 is a side viewv of a mobile storage and loading ap 
paratus in accordance with the invention in traveling position 
and attached to a log truck and trailer rig; 

FIG. 2 is the side view of the storage and loading apparatus 
of FIG. 1 on an enlarged scale and in'its stationary load-receiv 
ing and loading position; - Y ‘ 

FIG. 3 is a rear end view of the apparatus of FIG. 2 in its _ 
load-receiving position; v _ 

FIG. 4 is a side view of the apparatus of FIG. 3 with its hoist 
attachment removed; H ' ‘ 

FIG. 5 is a rear end view similar to FIG. 3 but with the ap 
paratus and load in an elevated position and with a log-hauling 
trailer positioned within the apparatus; 

30 . 
FIG. 6 is a side view of the apparatus of FIG. 5; 
FIG. 7 is a side view of the apparatus in an unloaded condi 

. tion and with the loaded vehicle ‘removed therefrom; 
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clearing position to enable the quick removal of a loaded‘ v 
vehicle‘ from the apparatus after; the vehicle has been 

_ loaded; _ p . ‘ ' 

9. apparatus as aforesaid including a unique ?uid powered 
means for raising and lowering the load support arms; 

FIG. 8 is a fragmentary rear end view of the apparatus on an 
enlarged scale, showing its details of construction; 

FIG. 9 is a fragmentary side view of the apparatus on the 
same scale as FIG. 8 and with portions thereof broken away 
for clarity of illustration; ~~ . 

FIG. 10 is a fragmentary plan view‘ of the apparatus of FIGS. 
8 and 9>with the lift cylinder being shown in section; and 

FIG. 11 is an axial sectional view through a modi?ed form 
of lift cylinder in accordance with the invention on a greatly 
enlarged scale. ' . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
With reference to the drawings‘, vFIG. 1 illustrates a log 

storage and loading bunk assembly 10 of the invention having 
trailing rear wheels 12 mounted on a frame'structure which in 
cludes a longitudinally extending reach 14 defining at its for 
ward end a hitch 16 for attachment to a log truck 20 so that 
the bunk assembly can be towed from place to place. The 
bunk assembly further includes a laterally opposed pair of rear 
upright support posts 22 and a corresponding pair of front 
support posts 24. With reference particularly to FIGS. 8, 9 and 
10, the rear and front posts are supportedon base cross mem 
bers 26, 28, respectively. Longitudinal base members 30, 31 
are joined to the opposite ends of the rear and front cross 
members, and both the lateral and longitudinal base members 
carry ground-penetrating teeth 32 to prevent shifting of the 
frame while being loaded with wheels 12. in their retracted, 
raised positions as shown in FIG. 2.‘Transverse base members 
26, 28 carry at their centers a boxlike frame 34 having a lon~ 
gitudinal opening 36 therethrough for receiving the reach 14, 
whereby the reach ties together the front and rear post assem 
blies and also permits longitudinal adjustment of the post as 
semblies along the reach. ‘ 
Each wheel 12 is mounted within a forked support arm 38 

mounted by pins 40, 41 to a wheel mounting bracket 42 car 
ried by longitudinal base member 30. Pin 40 is removable to 
permit pivoting of the wheel arm 38, and thus the wheel, about 
pin 41. A hydraulic power cylinder 44 is'pivoted at its upper 
end to an upright channel member 46 which protects post 22. 
Cylinder 44 has a rod 48 attached at '49 to wheel arm 38 for 
extending and retracting the arm when pin 40 is removed. 
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The pairs of posts 22, 24 are vertically extendible as shown, 
‘for example, in FIGS. 4 and 8, and the extendible portions 
carry horizontal load support arms 52, 53. In their load-sup 
.porting positions the support arms extend inwardly toward 
one another and, terminate at the vertical median plane 
between the opposed pairs of posts. The outer end of support 
'arm 52 has a horizontal recess 54 which receives a projection 
56 of support arm 53. Thus when the arms extend inwardly, 
the interlocking connection resists downward de?ection of the 
cantilevered arms under load. 
Each vertically extendible support post comprises a ?uid 

powered ram of special construction and includes, with 
reference to FIGS. 8 and 9, a vertically extendible cylindrical 
outer sleeve 60 which telescopes concentrically over an inner 
stationary hollow base cylinder 62. Sleeve 60 is closed at its 
upper end by an end plate 64 which serves as a crosshead to 
which the upper end of a piston rod .66 is secured. The lower 
end of piston rod 66 is attached to a piston 68 which is slidable 
within a ?uid tight vertical power cylinder 70 mounted con 
centrically within stationary base cylinder 62. Fluid cylinder 
70 is closed by a cap 72 at its upper end and by an end wall 74 
at its lower end. End wall 74 is suitably ported (not shown) for 
connection to a source of pressure ?uid (not shown) on the 
frame of the bunk assembly. Such source may supply ?uid to 
the wheel cylinders, to the post cylinders and to the hoist 
cylinders about to be described. From the foregoing it will be 
apparent that the ram of FIG. 9 is a one-way ram extendible 
under power and retractable by gravity. 
Load arm 52 is welded directly to outer sleeve 60 and in ad 

dition is attached to a vertical load-restraining stake member 
78, which in turn is connected to sleeve 60 by plates 76. The 
stakes are of tubular construction and open at their upper 
ends for receiving removable upper extensions 79 thereof 
(FIGS. 3, 5) for accommodating high loads. Load support 
arms 52 and 53 and the opposed upright stakes 78 together 
de?ne a log storage and loading bunk within which logs can be 
piled and supported as shown in FIG. 3. The front pair of posts 
24 and their support arms, which are of identical construction 
to their rear counterparts, define a front bunk which together 
with the rear bunk support the opposite ends of a load of logs 
or other load members L. 

Cross member 26 mounts a pair of short, upright support 
members 80, one on either side of box member 34, against 
which the underside of load arms 52, 53 come to rest to lend 

' additional support to such arms in their lowered load-receiv 
ing positions, as shown in dashed lines in FIG. 8. Front cross 
member 28 carries similar upright supports for the same pur 
pose. 
From the foregoing described construction of the extendi 

ble posts, it will be apparent that the load arms and their sup 
porting outer sleeves 60 can be swung from their transverse 
positions 90 degrees _in either direction to positions wherein 
the arms extend longitudinally, as shown in FIG. 7. The utility 
of this feature will become more apparent in the description of 
the operation of the apparatus hereinafter. However, referring 
to FIG. 9, a gusset plate 82 extends between the lower end of 
each support post 22, 24 and its longitudinal base member 30, 
31. The gussets are rigidly affixed to their base memberspand 
to: the stationary inner tube 62 of their respective posts. Each 
outer sleeve 60 has a vertical slot 83 (FIG. 9) at its lower end 
which permits the sleeve to be lowered over the gusset 82. 
This slot is so positioned that when gusset 82 extends through 
the slot the load arm 52 on sleeve 60 will extend inwardly in its 
load-supporting position. Thus gusset 82 serves a dual func 
tion: ?rst, to help rigidify the post structure, and second, to 
maintain the load support arms in their transverse load-sup 
porting positions when the posts are fully retracted. However, 
there is no need for this locking action of the gusset after the 
load arms have been elevated under load because the load it 
self then maintains the load arms in their transverse positions. 

FIG. 11 discloses a modified post construction indicated 
generally at 22a including an outer guard channel 46a affixed 
to a transverse base member 26a, and a longitudinal base 
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frame member 30a, as previously described with respect to 
FIGS. 8, 9 and 10. The post includes an outer tubular sleeve 
section 60a which is open at its lower end and closed by a ' 
plate 64a at its upper end. The lower end of outer sleeve 60a 
in its lower limit position abuts a pad 84 which supports the 
post structure on cross frame member 26a. Outer tube section 
60a is extendible from and concentric about an inner stationa 
ry tube section 86 which is ?xed to pad 84 and which, unlike 
the inner post section 62 of FIG. 9, also serves as the ram 
cylinder for the post. Base pad 84 is ported at 88 for connect 
ing the interiorof the base cylinder 86 to a source of pressure 
?uid (not shown). A piston 90 is slidablycarried within base 
cylinder 86 and includes piston rings 92, 93 providing a ?uid ,, 
seal between the inner walls of the cylinder and the periphery 
of the piston. 
A hollow piston rod 95 is connected to the piston 90 by a 

threaded plug 96 inserted within the lower end of the rod and 
secured in place by a nut 97. The upper end of the hollow rod 
extends through end plate 640 and is open at its upper end to 
provide porting at 99 for connecting the interior of the rod to 
a source of pressure ?uid. The upper end piston 100 of the 
piston rod is of reduced outer diameter and de?nes a shoulder 
at 101.for abutment with an annular washer 102, which in turn 
is in abutment against upper end plate 64a within an inner 
recess of the latter. Both the inner and outer surfaces of upper 
end 100 of the piston rod are threaded, the outer surface for 
receiving a nut 104 to secure the piston rod to upper endplate 
64a and the inner surface for receiving a hydraulic ?tting (not 
shown). The upper end of base cylinder 86 is threaded on its 
inner face to receive a packing gland 106 which retains, 
chevron packing 108 between the gland and the piston rod. A 
retaining ring 109 retains the packing within the gland. 
At the lower end of the piston rod just above piston 90 port-v 

ing 112, 113, 114 connects the interior of the piston rod with 
the interior of base cylinder 86. Piston 90 is provided with a 
lead plate 116 and a follower plate 118. Carried on the lead 
plate is an annular piston stop 120 for limiting the upward 
movement of the piston within the base cylinder by abutment 
with packing gland 106. 

Outer sleeve section 60a mounts a load support arm 52a in . 
exactly the same manner as previously described with respect 
to the embodiment of FIGS. 8 through 10. When it is desired 
to raise load support arm 52a, pressure ?uid is admitted to the 
base cylinder 86 through lower port 88 and exhausted through 
rod port 99 so as to force piston 90 and thus piston rod 95 and 
connected sleeve 60a, upwardly relative to base cylinder 86. 
Conversely,.when it is desired to lower the load arms, pressure 
?uid is admitted to the interior of the cylinder rod through 
upper rod port 99 and thence into the interior of the base 
cylinder 86 through lower piston rod ports 112, 113 and 114 
above the piston. Thus the construction of FIG. 11 provides a 
double acting hydraulic ram as compared to the single acting 
ram of FIGS. 8 through 10. 

Referring now to FIGS. 1 and 2, the bunk assembly may in 
clude an auxiliary hoist attachment indicated generally at 121 
for unloading a log trailer indicated generally at 122 from the 
frame 124 of log truck 20. FIG. 1 illustrates the conventional 
manner in which an empty log trailer is returned to the log 
loading site in the woods after delivering a load of logs to the 
mill. The truck 20 includes a cab guard 126 which maintains 
the reach 128 of the log trailer out of engagement with the cab 
of the truck. Tire rides 130, 131 on the truck frame engage the 
trailer wheels 133. The log trailer is conventional, and in addi 
tion to having the reach 128 includes a transversely extending , 
load support member, or bunk 134, and a pair of removable , 
stakes 136 at the opposite ends of the bunk. The log truck car 
ries similar stakes 138 at the opposite ends of a bunk 140. As 
will be seen from FIG. 6, the trailer bunk 134 and stakes I36 
cooperate with the truck bunk 140 and stakes 138 to support 
the opposite ends ofa load of logs L. 

Hoist attachment 120 includes a generally A shaped collap 
sible hoist frame including a pair of laterally spaced and 
inclined rear leg members 142 and a pair of similarly spaced 
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vertical front leg members 144 (only one of each of which is 
shown) supported on the ground by 'padsl47. Rear and front 
leg members 142 and 144 are pinned together at 148 at their 
upper ends and joined by a horizontal connecting member 149 
at their lower ends. Member 149 is hingedat its midsection at ‘ 
a double pin connection v150. The upper .end of the A frame 
has a crossframe ‘member 151 joining together the laterally 
opposed legs. Cross frame member 151 carries a cable winch 
152 and a sheave 154 from which» a cable .155 extends 
downwardlyabout a-Vfall block 156.3 Fall block 156 carries a. 
load hook 158 for‘ connection to the log trailer 122. Hoist 152, 
sheave 154 and fall block_156 are rigged in a manner so that 
rotation of the winch in one direction elevates the fall block 
and connected hook, ‘whereas counterrotation lowers the 
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block and hook. The lower ends-of rear legs» 142 are con- ' 
nected to the‘forward ends of horizontal connecting tubes 
160, the rear ends of which are hinged to gussets 162 on the 
longitudinal base members 131 at the front end of the loading 
bunk assembly. I ' v " 

A hydraulic cylinder 164 is connected to front channel 
guard 166 and has a piston rod 168 pivoted at 169 to hoist 
connector 160 for swinging the connector from the horizontal 
to a vertical position as shown'in ‘FIG; 1. A second hoist 
cylinder 170 extends from pivot connection 169 to rear leg 
142 of the hoist frame for swinging the frame rearwardly 
about its pivot connection l72_with hoist frame connector 
160. Thus by retracting cylinders164 and 170 the entire hoist 
frame can be swung back, onto the frame of the bunk assembly 
as shown in-FIG. l, with rear leg 142 assuming a nearly 
horizontal disposition. A pin 174v at thegdouble'pin connection 
150 of leg strut l49is pulled so that the front leg 144 of the 
hoist frame can be collapsed to a parallel relationship with 
'rear leg 142. Theupper end of the hoistframe carries a rear 
wardly projecting support member 176 which abuts and is ‘ 
fastenedmto reach 14 of the bunk assembly when the hoist 
frame is collapsed to its traveling position on the bunk‘frame. 

OPERATION 
Operation of the log storage and loading bunk assembly is 

described with reference to FIGS. 7 1 through 6. First, with 
wheels 12 extended andhoist 121 collapsed, log truck 20 car 
rying its empty trailer 122 in, the conventional manner tows 
the bunk assembly to a desired loading site, which might be at 
a log landing or alongside a main road. In the latter case, logs 
might be shuttled from a log landing situated in rough terrain 
and accessible only by rough‘ logging roads by heavy duty, 
rough-terrain vehicles to the bunk assembly alongside a paved 
road to save wear‘and tear on the over-highway log-hauling 
vehicles, and particularly the tires of such vehicles. 
Once at the site, the truck is disconnected from the bunk as 

sembly, and the rear wheels 12 of the‘ assembly are raised to 
lower the studded base frame members 25, 28, 30 into ground 
engagement. Hoist 121 is erected by extending cylinders 164 
and 170, and by extending front frame legs 144 to their verti 
cal positions and pinning leg struts 174 in their extended posi-> 
tion. With the hoist set up, truck 20 is ‘backed between the op 
posed legs' of the hoist so that the trailer 122 can be lifted from 
the truck frame on hook 158 by cable winch 152 in the 
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6 
high with a load L of logs, chains or cable'l78, 179 are placed 
around the load to hold it in'place. I I 
The posts then extend to elevate load arms 52, 53, and 

hence the load. The arms must be raised- to a level above the 
height of the trailer and truck bunks 134, 140 so that the 
trailer, with its stakes 136 removed or pivoted downwardly as 
they are commonly capable of doing, can be backed between 
the pairs of posts 22, 24 in the manner shown in FIGS. 5 and 6. 
With the trailer in position within'the bunk assembly, with 
trailer bunk 134 just forwardly of rear posts 22 and with truck 
bunk 140 just forwardly of front posts '24, trailer stakes 136 
and truck stakes 138 are reinserted in their respective bunks, 
in longitudinal alignment with post stakes 78, 78a. 

Thereafter, the pairs of posts ‘22, 24 retract to lower the 
load arms until the load comes to rest on trailer and’ truck 
bunks 134, 140. Continued retraction of the posts lowers the 
load arms to their dashed line positions of FIG. 5 wherein they 
clear the truck and trailer bunks. In such positions, the un 
loaded load arms are swung forwardly or rearwardly 90 
‘degrees as shown in FIG. 7, thereby permitting removal of the 
loaded truck and trailer forwardly from between posts 22 and ' 
24. 
The load arms in, their partially raised, unloaded condition, 

as shown in dashed lines in FIG. 5, are free swinging. Thus, 
with the truck andtrailer rig loaded and the arms extending 
transversely, the trailer may be driven from between the posts 
without ?rst manually swinging the arms out of the way, since 
the forward motion of the trailer will swing the arms aside. 

Following removal of the trailer and-truck, the arms are 
swung inwardly to their load-receiving positions, whereupon 
the posts are fully retracted to place‘ the arms in position for 
receiving another load. 1 - 
As shown in FIG. 6, the distance between posts 22 and 24 is 

preferably adjusted so that base cross members 26, 28 serve as 
stops for indicating to the truck operator the correct position 
of the truck and trailer longitudinally within the bunk as 
sembly. " ' > 

From the foregoing it will be apparent that after the bunk 
assembly has been preloaded, the truck and trailer can be 
loaded by the truck operator alone. For this purpose, a control 
console 182 (FIG. 3) is provided from which all hydraulic 
cylinders and the winch can be operated. 

Having illustrated and described what is presently .a 
preferred embodiment of the inventionait should be apparent 

- to those skilled in the art that the same permits of modification 

55 

manner shown ‘in FIG. 2. With the trailer suspended on the ., 
hook, the truck is driven from beneath the hoist so that the 
trailer can be lowered to the ground. With the trailer hitched 
to the truck, the rig can be loaded with logs from a preloaded 
bunk assembly. ' . ’ > ' 

Referring to FIGS. 3 and 4, the bunk assembly is preloaded 
with logs with the two pairs of posts 22, 24 in their lowered 
positions and with load arms 5 2, 53 extending inwardly and in 
terlocked. Loads can be placed in the bunk assembly with a 
conventional log loader, a fork-equipped tractor or a bull 
dour. In the case of a bulldozer, a ramp vof dirt or logs would 
be built up to the level of the lowered load arms using the bull 
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dozer blades so that the bulldozer could subsequently push ' 
logs up the ramp and onto the load arms. With the bunks piled 75 

in arrangement and detail. This embodiment is intended as il 
lustrative of the principles of my invention rather than as a 
limitation of its scope. , 

I claim: > 

1. A method of loading elongate load objects on a wheeled 
vehicle having longitudinally spacedload-carrying bunk por 
tions, each bunk portion including a transverse load-support 
ing member and two upright stakes removably mounted at the 
opposite ends of said transverse member, said method com 
prising the steps: 

piling a plurality of said load objects in‘ parallel relation on 
> two transversely extending load arms positioned near op 
posite ends of said objects adjacent ground level and 
between upright ground stakes; 

with said load objects supported on said load arms and 
between said stakes, elevating said load arms vertically to 
a height above the predetermined level of the transverse 
load-supporting members of a load-hauling vehicle; 

driving an empty said load-hauling vehicle with its stakes 
removed beneath said arms and between said ground 
stakes to a position such that the vehicle ‘s transverse sup-. 
port members and stakes are offset longitudinally from 

the load arms; " inserting said vehicle stakes in upright positions at the op 
posite ends of said transverse load support members; 

a lowering said load arms vertically until said load objects 
become supported by the transverse support members of 
said vehicle; ' 
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thereafter continuing the lowering of said load arms until 
they clear the vehicle load support members; and 

then swinging said arms horizontally to clear the lateral ex 
tremities of said vehicle and permit the driving of said 
vehicle from between‘said ground stakes. ‘ 

2. A method according to claim 1 including providing a plu 
rality of sets of said ground stakes and support arms and posi 
tioning said sets at predetermined sites in a logging area, and 
then harvesting logs and loading said sets as required with 
those logs harvested nearest each said set, then depositing the 
load within each said set on a load-carrying vehicle according 
to the steps set forth in claim 1. 

3. A method according to claim 1 including mounting each 
said assembly of ground stakes and load arms on wheels and 
towing said assembly while empty from place to place as 
required for loading at sites where needed. 

4. A method of loading elongate load objects onto a 
wheeled vehicle having a longitudinally extending load-carry 
ing portion, said portion including a transverse load-support 
ing member, said method comprising the steps: 

piling a plurality of said load objects in parallel relation on 
two transversely extending load arms positioned near op 
posite ends of said objects adjacent ground level and 
between pairs of upright load-centering means on said 
arms; - 

with said load objects supported on said load arms, elevat 
ing said load arms vertically to a height above the 
predetermined level of said transverse load-supporting 
member of a load-hauling vehicle; 

driving an empty said load-hauling vehicle beneath at least 
one of said arms’to a position such that the vehicle's 
transverse support member is offset longitudinally from 
the load arms and centered with respect to said pairs of 
centering means; 

lowering said load arms vertically until said load objects 
become supported by the transverse support member of 
said vehicle; 

thereafter continuing the lowering of said load arms until 
they clear the vehicle load support member; and 

then swinging said arms horizontally about pivot axes dis 
placed laterally outwardly from the lateral extremities of 
said vehicle load support member to clear said vehicle 
‘and its load by driving said vehicle longitudinally away 
from said load arms. 

5. A storage and loading apparatus for elongate load mem 
bers comprising: . 

at least two pairs of upright laterally opposed support posts, 
each pair being longitudinally spaced from the other pair; 

the posts of each pair being laterally spaced from one 
another; 

a horizontal load support arm on each post; 
said arm on each post extending in its load-supporting posi 

tion from its supporting post transversely inwardly toward 
the opposite post of the pair; 

means for moving said arms vertically on their respective 
posts; 

and means mounting each arm for horizontal swinging 
movement from its said transverse position to a longitu 
dinally directed position; ” 

frame means interconnecting the laterally opposed posts of 
each pair and the longitudinally spaced pairs of posts; 

said frame means including a longitudinally extending reach 
member and means mounting said posts for longitudinal 
sliding adjustment along said reach member; and 

said frame means including transversely extending frame 
portions maintaining each pair of said posts in a predeter 
mined laterally spaced relation to one another and includ 
ing wheel guide means for centering a vehicle laterally 
with respect to laterally opposed said posts. 

6'. Apparatus according to claim 5 including upwardly 
retractable wheel means at one end of said frame means and 
motor means for moving said wheel means downwardly to an 
operable position whereby said apparatus can be towed from 
place to place. 
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8 
7. A storage and loading apparatus for elongate load mem 

bers'comprising: 
at least two pairs of upright laterally opposed support- posts, 
each pair being longitudinally spaced from the other pair; 

the posts of each pair being laterally spaced from one 
another; 

a horizontal load support arm on each post; 
said arm on each post extending in its load-supporting posi 

tion from its supporting post transversely inwardly toward 
the opposite post of the pair; " 

means for moving said arms vertically on their respective 
posts; 

means mounting each arm for horizontal swinging move 
ment from its said transverse position to a longitudinally 
directed position; and 

means for locking said load arms in their transverse load 
supporting positions when in their lowermost positions on 
said posts. 

8. Apparatus according to claim 7 including means operable 
to release said locking means upon the elevation of said load 
arms. 

9. Apparatus according to claim claim 5 including hoist 
means on said frame operable to unload load-hauling trailers 
from their associated tractor vehicles. 

10. A storage and loading apparatus for elongate load mem 
bers comprising: 

at least two pairs of upright laterally opposed support posts, 
each pair being longitudinally spaced from the other pair; 

the posts of each pair being laterally spaced from one 
another; 

a horizontal load support arm on each post; 
said arm on each post extending in its load-supporting posi 

tion from its supporting post transversely inwardly toward 
the opposite post of the pair; 

means for moving said arms vertically on their respective 
posts; 

means mounting each arm for horizontal swinging move 
ment from its said transverse position to a longitudinally 
directed position; and 

said arms of each of said laterally opposed pairs of posts 
forming continuations of one another in their transverse 
positions and including mutually interlocking means at 
the outer ends thereof which resist vertical de?ection of 
said arms under load. 

11. A load storage and loading bunk for storing a load while 
awaiting a load-transport vehicle and for transferring said load 
to a load support portion of said vehicle, said bunk compris 
mg: 

a pair of upright ?uid-operated rams including upwardly ex 
tendible ram portions; 

means interconnecting base portions of said rams for posi 
tioning said rams in laterally opposed relationship and 
maintaining a predetermined spacing therebetween 
greater than the width of said vehicle, said rams thereby 
de?ning a ?rst gate enabling the passage of a vehicle 
therethrough; 

a horizontally extending load support arm mounted on said 
upwardly extendible portion of each said ram; 

said load support arms being movable with said extendible 
ram portions between a lower limit position adjacent 
ground level and an upper limit position above the level 
of the load support portion of said vehicle; 

said load support arms being mounted for horizontal swing 
ing movement on their respective rams about upright 
pivot axes between transverse inwardly extending posi 
tions for supporting a load and longitudinally extending 
positions for clearing a load, the spacing between said 
axes being greater than the width of said vehicle to enable 
said arms to clear said vehicle; 

an upwardly extending load-centering means on each arm; 
said centering means being spaced inwardly of the pivot axis 

of its supporting arm when said arm is in its load-support 
ing position; ' 
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said centering means and arms together de?ning a second 
narrow gate in their load-supporting positions, said 
second gate being positioned inwardly of said ?rst gate; 

said second gate being shiftable through simultaneous ex 
tension of said rams from said lower limit position for 
ground level loading of said arms' to'said upper limit posi 
tion for elevating said load to a level above said vehicle 
load support portion and for clearing said ?rst gate to per 
mit a vehicle load support to pass through said ?rst gate 
and beneath said arms; . 

said second gate being shiftable downwardly from said 
upper limit position to transfer a load from said arms to a 
vehicle load support; and 

said second gate being expandable to clear a load trans 
ferred to said vehicle through outward swinging move 

‘ ment of said arms about their pivot axes. 
12. Apparatus according to claim 11 including wheel guide 

means on said base means, said wheel guide means de?ning 
wheel channels for centering a vehicle load support portion 
between said rams. ‘ 

13 Apparatus according to claim 11 wherein said arms 
when extending inwardly toward one another interengage to 
resist downward de?ection under load and to de?ne a con~ 
tinuous load support beam between said rams. 

14. Apparatus according to claim 11 wherein each of said 
centering means extends upwardly from its supporting load 
arm to at least a level approximating that of the upper ter 
minus of said upwardly extendible ram portion in a manner 
such that said centering means are adapted to contain loose 
loads. 
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15. Apparatus according to claim 11 wherein said centering 

means includes an upwardly extensible portion for use in con 
taining high loose loads. 

16. A stationary load storage and loading bunk comprising: 
a pair of laterally spaced-apart and opposed upright post 
members; 

base means for supporting said post members on a ground 
surface and for maintaining said posts in their laterally 
opposed relationship; 

a horizontal load support arm on each post member; 
load-centering means extending upwardly from each said 

load support arm for centering a load on said arms 
laterally with respect to said post members and prevent 
ing lateral shifting of said load on said arms; 

means for moving said support arm vertically on its con 
nected post member; 

means mounting said support armsfor horizontal swinging 
movement about upright pivot axes positioned laterally 
outwardly of their associated said centering means from a 
transverse position wherein said centering means contain 
a supported load laterally on said arms to a position 
wherein said arms and their said centering means clear 
said load; and 

said centering means for each arm having a load-engaging 
surface portion shaped to provide line contact with a load 
on said arm so that said centering means will clear said 
load without binding when said arm is swung from its 
transverse position. ' 
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